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Beyond Googling: Applying Google Tools to Inquiry-based Learning

Annette Lamb and Larry Johnson

I’m going to “google it”. My source is “google”. I learned it on “google”. I love “googling”!

Do these statements sound familiar? A growing number of teacher-librarians are concerned when they hear students are “googling” rather than critically thinking about the best sources of information. Many students have only used the Google Web Search option and are unaware of the many ways Google’s tools and applications can be used throughout the research process.

GOOGLE TOOLS IN TEACHING AND LEARNING

As teacher-librarians we should help young people learn how Google tools available for accessing, organizing, and sharing information can facilitate learning. Rather than teaching these tools in isolation, use a subject area activity such as exploring a mathematical theorem, examining an endangered species, or addressing a social problem. Consider selecting an object as the focus of an investigation. For instance, an inquiry might be based on investigating a particular invention such as the “butter churn” or “Velcro.” Finally, books are effective for creating a shared inquiry experience. Explore the facts behind an environmental mystery or examine the history of a famous disaster.

As you explore subject area applications, consider the ways Google tools can be used in teaching and learning. Let us use the topic of fire disasters and specifically the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory Fire of 1911 to learn about the options and opportunities for using these tools. While reading the historical fiction novel Uprising by Margaret Peterson Haddix (2007), young people are likely to have many questions about the famous fire discussed in the story. Use this interest to jumpstart an inquiry using Google tools.

This article will explore four areas of Google tools and applications including information; multimedia, collaboration, creation, and communication; and experimental features.

GOOGLE FOR INFORMATION

When people go to the main screen of Google’s web site, http://google.com, they most often click in the empty box, enter word(s), and click “Google Search”. Without realizing it, they are using Google’s “Web Search” option. However this is only one of dozens of tools available at this wonderful web site.

Google Web Search. Begin by doing a basic search for “triangle shirtwaist fire”. Encourage students to explore the options in the “Advanced Search” link to refine their search. For instance, they may use the site or domain search to focus on materials available at the New York Public Library. To do this, add “site:nyp.org” to their search string. Or, they might seek out PowerPoint presentations on the topic by adding “filetype:ppt” to their search.

As students click on the links provided by Google, remind them that they are leaving the Google web site. Make students aware of the change in the web address (URL) in the location bar of their web browser. Ask them to determine whether this is a credible web site. Wikipedia’s article about the Triangle fire provides background information and is only useful as a tertiary source, while the online exhibit from Cornell University about the Triangle fire, http://www.ilr.cornell.edu/trianglefire, contains digitized primary source documents and authoritative resources.

United States Government Search. By using the US Government Search, http://www.google.com/unclesam, students are able to focus on authoritative resources provided by local, state, and national sources. The National Park Service and New York City Fire Department are two examples of organizations that provide resources on the Triangle fire that might be lost among the commercial sites found in a standard Google Search.

Country Search. Google provides access to resources in many countries around the world. Searching by country can be important in some research projects. For instance, students might use Google Canada, http://google.ca, to learn about Canada’s greatest fire disasters.


Google News. Like the blog search, a news search provides recently posted information. However it also allows access to archives that can be sorted by date so it is possible to read original news articles from 1911.

Using the timeline in the archives, users can get a sense for the chronology of a topic. For instance, science students can trace the debate about an endangered species over time.

Google Books. In addition to web site information, books are also available through the Web. Google Books, http://books.google.com, provide limited and full views of millions of digi-
primary sources include both drawings and descriptions (see Figure 2).

GOOGLE FOR MULTIMEDIA

While the standard Google information searches access text-rich web sites, students often need maps, photographs, diagrams, video, and multimedia resources for a broader understanding of a topic.

Google Images. Students are likely to have experience using Google images. In the case of the Triangle Shirtwaist Fire, students may wish to see diagrams of the building and photographs from the scene. Use Google Images, http://images.google.com, for this type of graphic information.

When using Google images, remind students about the copyright law and point out that the images are located on individual web sites apart from Google. Students must cite the individual web sites, not Google. Also, make them aware of the image sizes. The "show options" choice allows users to view particular image sizes and file types.

Google Video. Google owns the YouTube, http://youtube.com, web site. When you search Google Video, http://video.google.com, you will see mostly YouTube videos, however there are videos from other sources. This is useful in a school library situation where students may not have access to YouTube.

Teach students to use the "show options" choice to view videos by duration, time, relevance, quality, type, and source. The "closed captioned" option is particularly useful for students with special needs.

When searching for information about the Triangle fire, young people will be able to locate professional documentaries as well as student-produced projects.

Google Maps. For some students, maps can bring an event alive. Google Maps, http://maps.google.com, provides a forum for people to share their understanding of place. In addition to the accessing satellite images, terrain visuals, and maps, participants can upload photographs, slide shows, and information.

Students in New York have created movies showing the places where victims and survivors of the Triangle fire lived (see Figure 3).
that make it easy to use Google’s tools.

iGoogle. With iGoogle, http://google.com/ig/directory, students can set up a customized resource and information page. From calculators and vocabulary gadgets to blog feeds and local news, this is a great way for young people to easily access the tools they need.

Google Reader. Many teachers require their students to regularly check web feeds including class blogs, news feeds, and online journals. Google Reader, http://reader.google.com, could be used to check NASA’s Breaking News, Scientific American’s blog, and public radio’s Earth and Sky podcasts.

Google Calendar. With Google Calendar, http://calendar.google.com, students can access class or library calendars and create their own project calendars.

Google Talk. With Google Talk, http://talk.google.com, young people can collaborate on projects around the world using both video and voice.

Google Docs. Word processing, spreadsheet, and presentation applications are just a few of the productivity tools available in Google Docs, http://docs.google.com. These applications allow students to work, collaborate, share, and publish from any computer, anytime, anywhere.

In the historical fiction project, students wrote reviews in the word processor, creating disaster spreadsheets (see Figure 4), and built book talk presentations (see Figure 5).

Google PicasaWeb. With Google PicasaWeb, http://picasaweb.google.com, students can save and organize digital images including photographs, drawings, and diagrams. These images can then be published individually or in slide shows.

Google Groups. Virtual book clubs, online debates, and class discussions are just a few of the applications of Google Groups, http://groups.google.com. Students can participate in exciting groups or set up their own group for book discussions or collaborative project planning.

Google Blogger. Blogs are an effective, efficient, and appealing way to log an inquiry project. Students create blog entries related to each phase of the inquiry process including brainstorming topics, creating deep questions, identifying search words, evaluating results, synthesizing information, and creating products. Google Blogger, http://blogger.com, provides easy-to-use tools for creating, editing, and sharing blog entries.

Google Sites. Whether creating a library web site or building a class project, Google Sites, http://sites.google.com, provides templates for creating and sharing web pages (see Figure 6). Students can embed multimedia elements and even request feedback through page comments.

Figure 6. Google Sites example.
Kno. Through Kno, http://kno.google.com, students can access and create simple web pages to share their work. The collaborative environment allows developers to request feedback and ratings from others.

Google Wave. When all of these innovative applications are put together, users get Google Wave, http://wave.google.com. Allowing real-time communication and collaboration, Google Wave combines the power of email, chat, and forums with social technology tools such as media sharing and polling. Young people using this tool for project collaboration have a wonderful record of their work to share with teachers.

GOOGLE EXPERIMENTATION

Google is constantly changing. An area called Google Labs, http://googlelabs.com, is used to try out emerging technologies. Many of these projects such as Google Sets, http://labs.google.com/sets, and Google Squared, http://www.google.com/squared, have practical applications in teaching and learning.


GOOGLE AND THE TEACHER-LIBRARIAN

A quick way to learn more about the options available at Google is to do a Google search for “google”. You will find a great list of the many things that Google offers beyond the basic web search tools.

Learn more about Google as a company through Google’s organization page, http://google.org, and Google’s blog, http://blog.google.org. These are also useful in identifying emerging technologies.

In addition to their commercial work, Google is also involved with many philanthropic projects. For instance, Google Flu Trend, http://google.org/flu trends, is used to track flu activity around the world.

Google Educators, http://google.com/educators, provides support for educators using Google in the classroom including news, information, tutorials, and lots of teaching ideas.

CONCLUSION

We question and evaluate.
We know the source.
We think, create, share, and that’s why we like Google.

These are the kinds of student statements that come from an understanding of Google’s tools. The focus is no longer on “googling”, but on applying the wide range of tools and applications to meaningful inquiries.
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